Take a closer look at your hospitals
Annual report 2007/2008

Welcome to North Cheshire Hospitals NHS Trust take a look inside Warrington and Halton hospitals.
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Take a closer look at Warrington Hospital
Take a closer look at Halton Hospital
Take a closer look at infection control
Take a closer look at reducing waiting
Take a closer look at diagnostics

Your hospitals have changed in the last year. Waiting times have dramatically reduced, there has been
new investment on our wards, MRSA infection has reduced by 44 percent, every ward has been deep
cleaned and important new services have been introduced.
These changes are helping improve the quality of care at your hospitals and has been achieved within
our budget for the year - allowing us to pay off our financial deficit owed from previous years.
These improvements have given the hospitals an opportunity to work in new ways with you. In January
2008 the trust launched its public consultation as part of plans to become an NHS Foundation Trust and
better involve patients and the public in how our services are run. Over 3,600 local people had joined the
hospitals as prospective Foundation Trust members at the end of March 2008.
This annual report tells you the story of our year from April 2007 to March 2008. It aims to give you a
chance to find out more about Warrington and Halton hospitals, key topics of interest and the work that
our staff have carried out to improve care for you and your family.
You can find out more about North Cheshire Hospitals NHS Trust on our website
www.northcheshirehospitals.nhs.uk

i
•
•
•
•
•

Case Studies

1.

North Cheshire Hospitals NHS Trust manages Warrington Hospital and Halton General Hospital
in the North West of England.

See page 8
See page 12
See page 20
See page 24
See page 28

•

Did you know?
There are 569 beds across our hospitals – 517 at Warrington and 52 at Halton
3,834 staff work across our wards and departments
Our overall turnover for the year was £169 million and we created a surplus of
£7 million
We invested £10.9 million in new capital investments (buildings and equipment)
over the year
We invested an extra £633,000 on ward level quality investments at the end of the
year – including new beds and patient lockers across the hospitals
The rating for our quality of care from the health watchdog the Healthcare
Commission was ‘good’ – improving from a rating of ‘fair’ in 2006/2007.
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2 Chairman and chief executive’s introduction

Our vision and values
The trust’s vision is to be the provider of choice
for the health care needs of the community.

We have clear values and objectives that underpin our work.
Our values:

Our objectives:

•
•
•

•

Excellence in all we do
Respect for the individual
Honesty and integrity in all our actions.

•
•
•
•

Make quality and safety an equal priority with
financial viability
Improve the patient experience
Engage and involve staff in the design and delivery
of services
Deliver an effective business strategy
Grow strong partnerships with local communities.

Services provided across our hospitals
Warrington Hospital
Accident and Emergency

Obstetrics

Minor injuries
Critical care and Higher Dependency units

Paediatrics including neonatal unit

We started the year knowing we had many challenges to overcome. We were
determined to achieve financial balance by our own efforts, reduce infection rates
in our hospitals and achieve all the other national targets including treating 85
percent of patients referred to us by GPs within 18 weeks.
We are exceptionally pleased to say that we have achieved all of the above
and also been able to clear our historic deficit of £6.7m which means we can
start 2008/09 with a clean financial slate. We have also engaged with the local
community in new ways as part of our consultation on plans to become an NHS
Foundation Trust.

Allan Massey
Chairman

Gynaecology

Anaesthetic services
Cancer service in each of the different specialities
depending on the tumour site
General surgery
Vascular surgery

This has probably been the most challenging but exciting year the trust
has experienced since it came into being in 2001.

Outpatient services in all of the above

This has all been achieved by the commitment and hard work of all our staff.
This, together with organisational changes to introduce three clinical divisions,
has made a major contribution to the success of the trust. In order to ensure the
senior management team were able to match this energy and commitment we
appointed three new executive directors in the year as well as two new nonexecutive directors to complement the talent of the existing executive team.

Colorectal surgery
Urology
ENT

Diagnostics/ support services

Trauma & orthopaedic surgery

Full range of imaging, including MR, CT and Gamma

Breast surgery

Camera and ultrasound

Opthalmology

Breast screening
DEXA scanning from July 2008

Acute/ general medicine

Endoscopy services

Respiratory medicine

Angiogram

Cardiology

Extensive pathology services

Stroke services

Pharmacy

Recognising the pressures facing the trust through our turnaround period, the
board started to focus on improving the quality of our services during the year.
Quality and safety are the core of our business strategy and we are determined
to build on our success in 2008/2009 to provide even better services for our local
communities in the future as we move towards NHS Foundation Trust status.
Finally we want to thank everyone for all their hard work, clinical staff, and
support staff, people working in corporate functions, our volunteers, managers
and partner organisations who have worked very closely with us to help turn our
trust around. This has really been a team effort and we are proud of everyone.

Catherine Beardshaw
Chief Executive

Diabetes and endocrinology
Dermatology
Haematology

Non clinical

Sexual health services

Postgraduate training centre

Elderly care

Halton Hospital
Minor injuries
Urgent assessment

Diagnostics/ support services
X-ray, CT and ultrasound

Day case and short stay elective surgery

Endoscopy

A full range of outpatient services

Extensive pathology services, mainly provided from labs
based at Warrington

Step down services provided on behalf of
Pharmacy
Halton and St Helens and Warrington PCT’s
Chemotherapy centre opens Autumn 2008

Non clinical

Renal dialysis opens Summer 2008

New Clinical skills ward

Programmed Investigations Unit

Postgraduate education centre

Delamere Centre
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The year in numbers –
overall activity summary

“Each year we aim to improve the services that we provide
to the people of Warrington, Halton and the surrounding areas.”

The care you need, when you need it – access targets

Activity information

Like all NHS Trusts, we have a series of annual targets that are set nationally to
ensure that our patients receive the services they need, when they need them.

Inpatients & Daycases
Number of Patients Treated
Elective
Emergency (All non-elective, including Maternity)
Total

Known as access targets, these range from ensuring patients do not wait for
more than four hours in accident and emergency before being seen, admitted
or discharged through to reducing the number of MRSA infections.

2007/2008

2006/2007

2005/2006

31666
40379
72045

22568
40080
62648

21114
42109
63223

2115
0

3503
74

4506

100.00%
100.00%

100%
100%

99.80%
100%

385

247

503

45261*

44578

47452

75320
182094
257414

69581
174325
243906

73150
185639
258789

100%
100%
96%

100%
99%
95%

100%
95%
98%

77908
18057
95965

78390
20332
98722

74488
23130
97618

98.15%

98.09%

98.38%

Inpatient Waiting List
Total Inpatient Waiting List
Patients Waiting Over 20 weeks (* 2006/07 Milestone)

The trust’s performance against key national performance targets this year was:

Target

Performance
for 2007/08

Target for
2007/08

Performance
for 2006/07

Performance
for 2005/06

Achieved/
not achieved
standards as
at 2007/08

A&E - Patients discharged/
admitted within 4 hours

98%

98%

98%

98%

Achieved

Urgent cancer referrals seen
within 2 weeks

100%

100%

100%

100%

Achieved

Cancer patients receiving
treatment within 31 days of
diagnosis

99%

98%

99%

100%

Achieved

Number of GP referrals received
(* Figure excludes Orthopaedic Triage Referrals previously
recorded as GP Referrals)

Urgent cancer referrals
receiving treatment within
62 days

96%

95%

95%

96%

Achieved

Number of Patients Seen:

Sexual Health - Patients
receiving an appointment
within 48 hours

100%

100%

100%

n/a

Achieved

New
Follow-Up
Total

MRSA bacteraemias
(number of cases)

18

12

33

n/a

Not Achieved

Booking Targets
Total Inpatient Booking
Total Outpatient Booking
Cancelled Operations
Number of operations cancelled (non-clinical reasons)

4

Outpatients

Cancer
% of patients seen within 2 weeks (cumulative total)
% of patients seen within 31 days (cumulative total)
% of patients seen within 62 days (cumulative total)

The targets have been challenging to achieve this year. For instance, achieving the 98 percent
target in A&E was despite our emergency services coming under increased pressure during
the year.

Accident & Emergency/Minor Injuries Attendances

The trust achieved all of our key targets with the exception of the reduction of MRSA.
However, we reduced overall cases of the infection by 44 percent during the year and eight
of the 18 cases were community-acquired infections identified when a patient came into
hospital with MRSA. This means that there were only 10 hospital acquired MRSA infections
at the trust which is an excellent performance. Halton hospital was MRSA bacteraemia free
during the year.

A&E four hour target

Warrington
Halton
Total

Measurement of % of patients who were treated in A&E under
four hrs from arrival to admission, transfer or discharge
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Reducing waiting times –
meeting the 18 week waiting target early

Contents

Improving quality - the Healthcare
Commission annual healthcheck

Alongside meeting our key targets on access to services, each year we work to improve
the quality of services for our patients.
This year we were delighted to be rated as ‘good’ for quality of services in the Healthcare
Commission annual healthcheck. Published in the autumn of 2007, this looked at our quality
of care in 2006/2007.
The Healthcare Commission is the independent watchdog for healthcare in England. Each
year it publishes its annual healthcheck of NHS organisations. This assesses and rates the
performance of each NHS trust in England during the previous financial year from 1 April to
31 March.
When doing so, they look at a wide range of areas, from the overall quality of care – including
safety of patients, cleanliness and waiting times – to how well trusts manage their finances.
Our rating of ‘good’ improves on a rating of ‘fair’ for quality of services last year.
Our ratings for the healthcheck were:
North Cheshire Hospitals now has some of the shortest waiting times in the
North West of England.
We have been working with our colleagues in primary care over the last year to
provide access to patients within the national target of 18 weeks from seeing your GP
to receiving your hospital treatment.
Your outpatient appointment with the hospitals, any diagnostic services you may
need (such as scans) and your actual inpatient treatment itself (such as any surgery
that you may need) are included in this 18 weeks.
In summer 2007, patients were waiting up to 26 weeks for inpatient treatment. At the
end of March 2008, no one waited for more than six weeks.
The total number of patients waiting for inpatient treatment fell from more than
3,500 to around 2,100 in this period. The number of patients waiting for outpatient
appointments has halved from approximately 4,000 to 2,000 in this timescale.

At the end of March 2008 the trust offered maximum waiting times of:

•
•
•
•

i
•

6

Outpatient appointments - 4 weeks
Diagnostic appointments - 2 weeks
Endoscopy appointments - 6 weeks
Inpatient appointments - 6 weeks.

North Cheshire Hospitals NHS Trust

Healthcare Commission
rating - Quality of Services

Healthcare Commission
rating - Use of Resources

Good

Weak

The trust’s ‘weak’ rating for use of resources is due to the historic financial deficit of the trust
and we could not have achieved a higher rating than this for the year. It is expected that this
rating will improve next year reflecting the trust’s much stronger financial position.
You can access more information on the healthcheck and the full reports on North Cheshire
Hospitals at the Healthcare Commission’s website www.healthcarecommission.org.uk

i
•
•
•
•
•

Did you know?
Outpatient clinics for all our specialties are now available at both the Warrington and
Halton hospital sites
Over 72,000 patients attended the hospitals for inpatient appointments in 2007/2008
257,000 patients attended for outpatient appointments
Almost 96,000 patients attended accident and emergency and minor injuries
Over 3,300 babies were born at Warrington Hospital.

Did you know?
You can find our latest updated waiting times and advice on accessing our services
on our website www.northcheshirehospitals.nhs.uk
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Take a closer look at your hospitals
Warrington Hospital
Major new developments underway and quality
is the key
You may not notice it from the outside, but Warrington Hospital is changing. During the year new
services have been introduced to the hospital, infection rates have almost halved, wards have been
relocated and refurbished and new beds and other facilities have been introduced to provide a better
environment for our patients.
Our emergency services such as accident and emergency and the emergency admission wards have
come under a great deal of pressure during the year. We have expanded the staff – both nursing and
clinical – in these areas in order to better cope with demand at peak times and have begun to look at
how we increase our capacity with possible new ward areas.
In the operating theatres, more surgery is being carried out at the hospital with new techniques
in specialist areas such as colorectal surgery. Behind the scenes, capital investments such as an
automated robot in the pharmacy department and investment in new IT systems will improve the way
your care is organised. New technology in pathology means tests are carried out quicker than before,
providing a faster diagnosis for patients.
Work has gone on through the year to create extra parking spaces to improve the infrastructure at the
hospital. Work started which will enable us to demolish some of our older buildings and create further
parking in 2008. In January it was also announced that the trust was successful in its bid to relocate
and expand the renal dialysis unit at the hospital.
However, possibly one of the most important developments during the year was the start of work in
late March on the new critical care unit for the hospital. This long awaited £6.2 million development
will see a new unit, with capacity for up to 20 critical care beds, open in early 2009.

“

Over the last four to five years, North Cheshire intensive care survival

rates are consistently better than most other hospitals in the UK,” says Andy
Higgs, consultant anaesthetist, “However, we have to transfer about 100
patients a year to other units in the region and further-a-field, because our unit
is too small. The new unit will provide a state-of-the-art facility for patients, their
relatives and staff and the expansion in bed numbers that means many more

”

people who fall critically ill will receive these high standards of care locally.

8

Elderly care wards at Warrington Hospital
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4 Providing efficient services – achieving
financial balance and clearing our deficit
“The hospitals are now in financial balance and have been
able to pay off their historic deficit earlier than expected.”

As well as our improved clinical performance, the trust has also dramatically
improved its financial performance over the year. This was a vital strand of our
work during the year as we looked to recover our financial position and ensure
that the hospitals could move to the future with a sustainable and balanced
financial outlook.

Headline details of how these savings have been delivered are detailed in the table below.

The trust’s historic financial position
The trust has faced financial difficulties for a number of years and was in receipt
of financial support from the Strategic Health Authority each year between 2002
to 2006. Without this support our financial duties would not have been achieved.
At the end of 2006/2007 the trust reported a £6.7 million income and expenditure
deficit. Due to the deterioration in the financial position the trust agreed to being
placed in informal recovery with the Strategic Health Authority and commissioned
Ernst & Young to coordinate the production of a Financial Recovery Plan.
This plan set a challenging target of returning the trust to recurrent financial balance
by March 2008 and eradicating the accumulated deficit by 31 March 2009.

Scheme

£m

Cost savings required to meet nationally determined efficiency targets

7.1

Tactical schemes

0.5

Strategic schemes:

- beds

1.8

- theatres

0.4

- medical productivity

0.1

- administrative and clerical review

0.3

Delivering our Financial Recovery Plan
In order to achieve our target, we identified plans to deliver savings of £17 million
during the year. This level of savings would clear the underlying deficits brought
forward from previous years and cover new financial pressures emerging for
2007/08. This included anticipated reductions in the clinical income the hospitals
receive associated with primary care plans for reducing hospital emergency
admissions (circa £6 million).
However, the level of actual emergency care activity reductions were not as high
as anticipated, and as a result we were able to revise the amount of savings to be
achieved down from £17 million to £13.5 million.

i
•

Did you know?
You can access our full accounts and previous annual reports online at
www.northcheshirehospitals.nhs.uk in the about us/corporate/publications section.

During 2006/07 a loan of £8.8m was taken out to alleviate the trust’s short-term cash
liquidity problems created by the historic deficit. This loan is repayable over three years,
with the final instalment due in 2009/10.

10

Service reconfiguration

2.3

Other

1.0

Total

13.5

In addition to delivering £13.5 million savings, during 2007/08 the trust has also earned
additional income by treating more patients in response to meeting local demand and national
access targets. Coupled with stronger financial control and management of budgets, this has
delivered a surplus of £7 million.

Looking to the future in financial balance
Achieving the surplus of £7 million at the end of March 2008 is sufficient to clear the £6.7
million deficit incurred in 2006/2007 - a full 12 months earlier than originally planned.
This is a fantastic result achieved by the hard work, commitment and support of all staff and
managers throughout the year. The trust is now on a firm financial footing as it moves into the
new financial year and is in a strong position to achieve Foundation Trust status in 2008.
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Take a closer look at your hospitals
Halton General Hospital
New services, new wards and new developments
Following changes made in 2006 to move emergency and acute medical care to Warrington, there
were concerns in the local community that Halton Hospital was in danger of closing. Over the last 12
months, however, Halton has become a busy hospital unit providing specialist services to the entire
community and is a key part of the long-term future for hospital services in the area.
The new GUM sexual health centre opened in the summer of 2007. Over the year further surgical
services moved to the hospital as the operating theatres moved to full capacity.
In December 2007 a 24-bed step down ward was introduced. This provides care for patients from
Runcorn and Widnes who have typically had surgery or medical care at Warrington Hospital but who
need some final support before returning home.
Work started in February 2008 on a new renal unit with 12 dialysis stations which is due to open in
August 2008. 30 patients will be able to access dialysis at the hospital for the first time when it opens.
Plans were also approved in March for a new chemotherapy and cancer unit in partnership with the
charity CANtreat that will open in 2008.
With outpatient clinics in all trust specialties now available at Halton, the hospital is a popular choice
for patients – backed by the fact that moving acute medical work from the site has meant it provides
an environment with a low risk of infection for surgical care. The trust has begun work in partnership
with Halton and St Helens Primary Care Trust and Halton Borough Council to look at provision of
other services on the hospital site.

“

The wards and departments at Halton are busy again and the hospital

is becoming a true community facility,” says consultant physician Dr John
Williams, “It’s a great hospital, much loved by local patients and they can expect

”

to see further investment in new services and be confident in its future.

12

Step down care is a new service introduced at Halton this year.
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5 Improving services and investing for the future
“As a trust we have introduced new equipment and services as well as investing
in basic quality improvements on every ward this year.”

Whilst we moved to a balanced financial position, investment in new services and
improving quality did not stop.

Investing in new services – the capital programme 2007/2008
During the year we invested almost £10.9 million into major new projects aimed at enhancing
the environment at the hospitals and improving the quality of care for patients at the hospitals.
Our capital investments make a real difference to the care people receive.
They included:

Capital investment – building our services

• Genito Urinary Medicine – completion of the new Genito Urinary Medicine (sexual
health) facilities at Halton hospital which has provided better access to vital sexual
health services

Scheme

£000

%

Estates

2,556

23.4

Medical Equipment

1,804

16.6

Decontamination

1,061

9.8

665

6.1

Radiology PACS

3,173

29.2

Critical Care Unit

289

2.7

MRI Scanner

986

9.1

Genito Urinary Medicine

30

0.3

i

Pharmacy Automation

40

0.4

•

Pathology Network

83

0.8

Hospital Acquired Infection Prevention

175

1.6

10,862

100.0

• MRI – replacing the MRI scanner at Warrington and managing the service in-house
which has allowed us to redesign the service and reduce waiting times

• Decontamination – creating a new theatre based state of the art decontamination
facility that means our endoscopy equipment is cleaned to the highest
international standards and available when it is needed

• Critical Care Unit – starting the works on the new critical care unit at Warrington
Information Management & Technology

Total

14

that will provide a £6.2 million unit in 2008/2009

• Estates – a wide range of improvements from extra car parking spaces and
improved road systems to the creation of new ward areas such as the women’s
day unit.

Did you know?
Capital funding is money set side for new buildings and equipment. Funding
of new capital assets is treated separately from the funding of day-to-day
services (known as revenue costs).
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Investing in quality –
improving the patient experience

Investing in our staff –
new structures to deliver quality care

At the end of the year, as the trust’s improved financial position became clear, the trust
board and executive team were able to invest in a range of extra quality initiatives.

North Cheshire Hospitals NHS Trust has been an organisation that has seen a lot of
change over the last 12 months. New services, moves across the two hospital sites as part
of reconfiguration, the financial recovery plan work and introducing new ways of working to
bring down waiting have only been possible due to the support of our staff at all levels.

A total of £633,000 was invested in real benefits on the wards across the two hospitals. These
included new beds, chairs, bedside lockers and other items that will improve the environment
on the wards and in the departments across the hospitals.
Our quality investments included:
£000

We are very aware of the impact that these changes have had on the teams who work for us.
It has meant a great deal of change in a short period of time for some staff but the changes
have meant that the trust can look forward to a strong future and a key part of that is a
commitment to working with and better involving our staff.

New management structures – how we work
•

266 new electric beds

458

•

595 bedside lockers

99

•

45 new commode chairs

12

•

500 new chairs for visitors

7

One of the key elements we introduced during the year has been our new management
structure. We have created three clinical divisions to manage services across the trust:

• Unscheduled care - managing emergency services such as accident and emergency, our

Alongside work on our deep clean these investments are making the hospitals a more
comfortable environment for our patients.

medical wards and cardiology (heart) and stroke services

• Scheduled care - managing our surgical services, including our operating theatres,
surgical wards, day case facilities and ophthalmology (eye) services

• Women’s, children’s and support services - managing services including maternity,
our children’s wards, diagnostic services and our scientific services like pharmacy and
the laboratories.
Each of our clinical divisions has a general manager, business support manager, lead nurse
(or midwife) and a clinical director.

16
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Developing our future leaders
We are committed to developing our staff and growing our own talent for the future
2007/2008 proved to be another successful year for training.
38 students successfully gained an accredited management qualification including the
Level 2 Award in Team Leading, Level 3 Introductory Certificate in First Line Management,
Level 3 Certificate in First Line Management (all accredited by the Institute of Leadership &
Management) and the Managing in Health & Social Care (MHSC) Certificate (accredited by
the Institute of Healthcare Management).

i
•
•

Did you know?
Our employee of the year for 2007 was Pam Williams. Pam is a nurse in the critical
care unit who initiated and led a memorial service and book of remembrance for
relatives of patients who have been cared for on the unit.
Any member of the public can nominate a staff member or team who has cared
for you as our employee of the month – and all the winners through the year are
considered for the employee of the year award. You can nominate through our
website by emailing us at nchweb@nch.nhs.uk

Staff surveys – acting on feedback
Each year the NHS carries out a staff survey. This independent survey gives us key feedback
on how our staff feel and helps us to develop new initiatives and support in the future.
Despite a time of immense change across the trust we were pleased that the trust featured in
the best 20 percent of trusts across the country in areas such as:

•
•
•
•

The low percentage of staff working extra hours
Support given from immediate managers
Low percentage of staff suffering from work-related stress in the previous 12 months
Low percentage of staff experiencing harassment, bullying or abuse from patients or
relatives in the previous 12 months
• The high percentage of staff whose perception was that the trust took effective action
towards violence and harassment
However, partly because of the change in our organisation, our ratings in some areas had
dropped from previous years. The trust was in the lowest 20 percent of trusts for the four
following areas:

•
•
•
•

The percentage of staff having well structured appraisals within the last 12 months
The quality of job design (clear job content, feedback and staff involvement)
The percentage of staff having health & safety training in the previous 12 months
The percentage of staff intending on leaving their job.

We began developing an action plan at the end of the year to address these issues and have
already taken steps to improve appraisal systems and introduce new ways of e-learning for
mandatory training.

18
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Take a closer look at your hospitals
Infection Control
Reducing MRSA bacteraemia infection by 44
percent during the year
Infection control is a key priority for all NHS Trusts and has become a concern for patients. Over
the year, rates of MRSA infection have fallen by 44 percent across the trust with just 10 cases of
hospital acquired MRSA in 2007/2008. Halton Hospital has been free of MRSA infection all year.
It’s an impressive achievement that has been the result of hard work from all staff across the trust
– from our infection control specialists to domestic and ward staff - and new initiatives have been
introduced to support infection control work.
As well as intense training on handwashing and screening of patients, areas such as antibiotic
prescribing have been targeted to help reduce the risk of Clostridium Difficile.
A programme of deep cleaning began on our wards in December 2007. Each week, a ward was
completely emptied so we could strip the ward down, clean air vents, replace ceiling tiles and
steam and chemical clean the bays and rooms. By March 2008 all 18 adult wards at Warrington
Hospital had been cleaned in what the trust believes was one of the most intense deep cleaning
programmes carried out in the NHS.
In January 2008 the trust opened a cohort ward at Warrington hospital. This allows patients
identified with infection to receive the specialist care that they need. The ward brings together
expert nursing, microbiology, dietary and clinical care and is already leading to better outcomes
for patients.

“

I have put a big effort into raising awareness into infection control and

if I wouldn’t be happy using a piece of equipment then I wouldn’t expect
patients to have to use it,” said Jane Brookes, divisional nurse manager in
unscheduled care, “It’s about improving standards of hygiene and care and
if asked I can honestly say that I would be happy to be nursed on our wards
which is the key test we have to keep challenging ourselves with.

20

All staff play a key role in helping reduce infection

”
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6 Building foundations –
moving to Foundation Trust status
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Why we want to become a Foundation Trust

“Over 3,600 members of the public have already shown
their support for their hospitals by joining us as members.”

North Cheshire Hospitals NHS Trust is looking to achieve Foundation Trust status for a
number of reasons. We believe that the freedoms and disciplines of being a Foundation Trust
will provide the framework for the successful implementation of the trust’s business strategy
and achievement of our organisational objectives.
We believe that Foundation Trust status will allow the trust to:

• Demonstrate we deliver high quality, safe services: By being authorised as a
Foundation Trust, the trust will be able to demonstrate to our local population that the
hospitals are well governed, financially viable and legally constituted.

• Engage with patients: The membership and governance arrangements will enable the
organisation to engage fully with its local catchment population. The membership will be
represented by public governors who will, through the Governors’ Council, be involved in
regular discussion with the directors, senior managers and clinicians of the trust. By having
this level of local engagement the trust will be able to seek regular, meaningful feedback
and ensure that the services we provide are responsive to local need.

• Better involve staff: The trust will also have staff representation on the Governors’ Council.
The trust will have approximately 3,000 staff members, providing the trust with feedback
on service provision, working conditions and future strategic direction.
During the year, the trust began its application for NHS Foundation Trust status.
NHS Foundation Trusts are a key part of the reform programme in the NHS. They are
autonomous organisations, free from central Government control. They decide how to
improve their services and can retain any surpluses they generate or borrow money to
support these investments.
Importantly, they establish strong connections with their local communities; local people can
become members and governors.

Consulting on our plans
In January 2008 we launched our public consultation on our plans to become a foundation
trust which ran for the rest of the financial year and was completed in April 2008.
During the consultation we held public meetings, visited partner organisations, community
and patient groups and took the opportunity to explain our plans and how we want to involve
people in the hospitals in the future. Over 55 consultation events were organised and we met
with over 1,000 local people. This engagement has provided the trust with fresh links in the
local community and strengthened our relationships with the people we serve.
By the end of March 2008 we had already secured a strong membership base of 3,600 public
members – well above our initial target of 3,000 members – which has shown the interest and
local support for the hospitals. These members will join the approximate 3,000 eligible staff
members as part of our Foundation Trust membership. We expected the membership to grow
to over 9,000 by July 2008.
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• Use financial freedoms: This flexibility given to Foundation Trusts is not currently available
to NHS Trusts and will greatly improve the ability of the organisation to be able to respond
quickly and flexibly to commissioner and community led demand for healthcare services.

• Maximise partnerships: Partner organisations will also be represented on the Governors’
Council. This will further strengthen the trust’s relationships with a range of external
stakeholders including the local Primary Care Trusts, Practice Based Consortia, local
borough councils and the commercial sector.

• Respond commercially: As a Foundation Trust, the trust will be in a better position to
exploit market opportunities arising from NHS reforms, changing market conditions and the
emergence of world class commissioning.
You can find out more about NHS Foundation Trusts and how they work on the
Monitor website at www.monitor-nhsft.gov.uk and about membership and our plans
at www.northcheshirehospitals.nhs.uk

i
•

Did you know?
Foundation Trusts have greater financial freedoms than ordinary NHS hospital
trusts. They can borrow money to fund new capital developments and retain any
surplus at the end of each financial year to invest back into local services. They are
regulated by an organisation called Monitor – the independent regulator of NHS
Foundation Trusts – and there are over 100 NHS Foundation Trusts already in place
across England.
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Take a closer look at your hospitals
Reducing Waiting
Moving to some of the shortest waiting times
in the region
By December 2008 the national aim is that no one will wait longer than 18 weeks from the
moment they are referred by their GP to a hospital to the definitive treatment they require
for their condition. North Cheshire Hospitals has already achieved the key milestones towards
this goal at the end of March 2008.
The hospitals have been working in close partnership with the Primary Care Trusts to provide
fast access to surgery. Over £3.7 million has been invested in the year to provide extra surgical
sessions backed up by the reductions in scanning times and faster access to outpatient
appointments. Clinics are now available in all our specialties at both Halton and Warrington
hospitals to provide fast and convenient access to first appointments.
Reconfiguring the two hospitals and focusing routine surgery at Halton Hospital has also helped.
On average, over 150 extra operations are taking place at Halton each and every month now
compared to 2006/2007. There are also fewer cancellations, as routine work at Halton isn’t
affected by emergency pressures.
The hospitals also perform well in ensuring patients stay for the right length of time following
surgery and we perform day case surgery wherever possible - the day case rate (where you can
have surgery without an overnight stay) is better than average for trusts in the North West.

“

Five years ago you could wait well over a year just for a first

appointment for many conditions and then possibly a year or two after
that for your surgery,” explains Gordon Ramsden, medical director and
consultant in obstetrics and gynaecology, “That’s not the case now. People
are surprised when we can see them within days after they’ve been to their
GP and can offer their surgery within a month or so after that. It’s a massive

”

change and one that is really improving people’s quality of life.
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The hospitals have increased the amount of surgery performed this year
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7 Looking to the future – involving the
community and sustaining our success

2007/2008 has been a year of great change that has seen a solid financial and
clinical foundation laid for the future of Warrington and Halton hospitals.
We will build on our success in future years. Our move towards NHS Foundation
Trust status is an essential first step in this and the work we have done on consulting
and involving the public so far will be a key part of our future work.
As part of our application, we have also developed our long term business plan,
setting out how we intend to improve services further in the future. Four key strands
of this work that have started to develop at the end of 2007/2008 are:

1

Quality: The trust has quality at the heart of its business strategy, with an initial
focus on our medical and emergency services. We aim to improve our patients’
experience. We are developing systems for capturing patient, referring GP,
commissioner and staff opinion and ensuring their views are reflected.

2

Optimisation of services at Halton Hospital: Halton represents more than
one third of the trust’s catchment area. Working with Halton and St Helens
PCT, we will build on the success of the 2006 service reconfiguration and bring
further new investment to the site.

3

Scheduled services: Patient choice means that elective surgery and other
scheduled services are more vulnerable to competition. The trust’s approach
will be to ensure our scheduled services are attractive to patients and
referring GPs by emphasising quality as our competitive advantage, especially
cleanliness, access and new technology.

4

Growth in new and existing markets and services: Growth will be
generated through delivering the right quality services in the right location
to our patients so people choose us for their care. In addition, the trust will
seek opportunities in the marketing of existing services to patients in adjacent
geographical areas - as well as developing specialist services and community
based, hospital services.

i
•
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Would you like to become a member?
Thank you for taking the time to read our annual report. If you are
interested in your hospitals and want to be more involved and informed
about the work we are doing and to have your say on your local
services then you can join the hospitals as a member of the prospective
Foundation Trust. Membership is free and you can join online at
www.northcheshirehospitals.nhs.uk/foundation
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Take a closer look at your hospitals
Diagnostics
Digital x-ray revolution at the hospitals
Diagnostic services at the hospitals have changed massively over the last year.
Since bringing Warrington Hospital’s MRI scanner under NHS management in July 2007 (it was
previously run by a private company) waiting times dropped to a maximum of just two weeks by
March 2008. Sessions are now run until 8pm in the evenings and at weekends to provide more
appointments at convenient times for patients.
During the year the trust was successful in its bid to the National Osteoporosis Society for a
mobile DEXA scanner that will serve the hospitals.
What happens to your scans after your appointment has also changed. The trust has introduced a
totally digital technology system for the display of scans across the hospitals. It allows doctors to
view patient x-ray results and other diagnostic images on a computer screen wherever they are.
It means that essential images taken of patients can be accessed on a computer screen at a touch
of a button by doctors, ensuring they have the latest results at their fingertips. They can quickly
compare new images with earlier scans and x-rays and share them with other experts in the
hospitals for a rapid diagnosis or opinion.
It also means that images can be simultaneously viewed at both hospital sites so patients having
scans in Warrington but treatment at Halton or vice versa have their results where and when they
are needed.
The £3 million system is known as PACS (Picture Archiving and Communication System) and
stores images electronically. It has replaced traditional film based x-rays and other images.

“

PACS is a really important step forward for us,” says Dr Chee

Yeong, consultant radiologist, “It makes the hospitals much more efficient
in terms of having quick access to images and being able to diagnose
quickly. It also gives us huge benefits working across Warrington and

”

Halton as images are there when and where we need them.
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Diagnostic images can now be seen on screen by any clinician
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8 Trust Board profiles - executive directors

Catherine Beardshaw

Christopher Knights

Chief Executive – Appointed in July 2006

Director of Business Development – Appointed in July 2007

Experience

Qualifications

Experience

Qualifications

• Twenty four years clinical and management experience as a

• MBA – Durham

• Graduate management trainee at Halton General

• MBA from the Open

radiographer culminating in the role of Radiology Services
Manager at the Leeds General Infirmary
• Six years experience in a range of general manager roles in a
very large acute teaching hospital
• Director of Operations working at Board level in the Leeds
Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust

University
• Certificate in Health
Service management
• Higher Diploma,
College of
Radiographers

Hospital (1993)
• Business Manager in the Urology Directorate at the Royal
Liverpool Hospital (1995)
• A range of corporate and operational management posts at
Stockport Acute Services NHS Trust and University Hospitals
Aintree NHS Trust (1995-2004)
• Director of Service Development at St Helens and Knowsley
Hospitals NHS Trust (2004-2007)

University (2000)

• Professional Qualification
in Marketing (DiPM)
in 1996

Jonathan Stephens
Director of Finance – Appointed in March 2008

Gordon Ramsden
Experience

Qualifications

Medical Director – Appointed in August 2007

• Over 18 years experience in NHS finance with experience of

• Associate member of

Experience

Qualifications

• Registrar at Warrington Hospital 1985
• Research Registrar Liverpool University (1987) and Lecturer

• MBChB 1979

community and primary care health provision, specialist teaching
hospital services and the Strategic Health Authority
• Director of Finance at Tameside Hospital for three years,
where he led the trust through to Foundation Trust status
and delivered DH and Treasury approval, and subsequent
commercial contract sign off, of the hospital’s major PFI
capital development
• Joined North Cheshire Hospitals NHS Trust in March 2008

the Chartered Institute
of Management
Accountants

•
•
•

Kathryn Holbourn

•
•

Director of Nursing and Governance – Appointed in May 2002

Experience

Qualifications

• Registered General
Nurse
Trust & Mid Cheshire Trust – 20 years Board experience
• Clinical Advisor Bolton HA responsible for Clinical standards & • MSc Nursing
• DANS; Diploma in
pathway development
Nursing; RCNT
• Clinical posts in ICU and A&E following qualification at
Manchester Royal Infirmary

Manchester University
• DRCOG 1983
in Obstetrics and Gynaecology at the University of
London RCOG
Liverpool (1989)
• MRCOG 1987
Consultant in Obstetrics and Gynaecology at Warrington
London RCOG
Hospital (1993)
• MD 1991
District Tutor and then Undergraduate Subdean at
Manchester Univ.
Warrington Hospital
Regional Programme Director for Obstetrics and Gynaecology
services for Mersey Region
Clinical Directorship in Women’s Health at Warrington Hospital
Director of Medical Education at North
Cheshire Hospitals

• Previously Executive Nurse Director at St Helens & Knowsley

Director of Operations – Appointed in June 2007

Experience

Qualifications

• Independent Sector Regional Manager-ISS/Hanson Group
• Critical Care, Diagnostics and Facilities Manager-The Walton

• MSc Lancaster University

Centre NHS Trust

Sheila Samuels
Director of Human Resources and Organisational Development – Appointed in June 2004
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Simon Wright

Experience

Qualifications

• Has worked in the areas of policy development and in a

• Corporate member of

support and advisory capacity to council members and
leadership in the Local Government
• Human Resource Management
• Director of Human Resources in Mersey Regional
Ambulance Service

the Chartered Institute
of Personnel and
Development
• Diploma in Public
Administration from
Liverpool University

• Deputy General Manager- Salford Royal Hospitals NHS Trust
• Group General Manager- Salford Royal Hospitals NHS Trust
• Director of Surgery- Salford Royal NHS Foundation Trust
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Trust Board profiles - non executives

Allan Massey

Rory Adam

Chairman – Appointed in December 2004

Non Executive Director – Appointed in December 2007

Experience

Qualifications

• HNC Business Studies
variety of private sector accountancy roles, culminating in works • Diploma in
Leadership (IDEA)
accounting manager for a major manufacturing company
• Treasury manager at Warrington Borough Council (1982)
• Became local councillor at Halton Borough Council
with executive board portfolios including social care
and health (1997)
• Deputy Chair of Halton NHS Primary Care Trust (2002)

• Qualified as an accountant in the oil industry
• 12 years’ experience as a finance director in construction and

• BSc (Eng), University

building products, and IT service industries
• Five years as finance director and later operations director
of Fresenius Kabi, the UK arm of a German international
healthcare group
• Now a management consultant with wide ranging
business experience

• FCMA – Chartered

Maureen Banner

Fiona Matthews

Non Executive Director – Appointed in September 2000

Non Executive Director – Appointed December 2007

Experience

Qualifications

• Gained experience in civil engineering before working in a

Management Accountant

• C Dir – Chartered
Director, Institute
of Directors

Experience

Qualifications

Experience

Qualifications

• Worked as a teacher for 25 years in Halton & Warrington.

• Teaching Certificate.

• Over 10 years experience on Statutory Boards in the private

• BSc (Hons) Mathematics

•

•
•
•

Retired 1996
Since leaving teaching became a Member of
Warrington Borough Council in 2000 holding Cabinet Posts for
Community, Children’s Services Health & Wellbeing. Member of
Children’s Service Scrutiny Committee. Champion looked after
Children. Member of Adoption Panel.
Joined North Cheshire Hospitals NHS Trust 2000
Voluntary interests include:
Chair of Governors Children Centre Campus, Chair Birth to
5 Forum, Deputy Chair Children’s Trust, Committee member
Women’s Refuge.

Advanced Diploma
Language and
Reading

sector and a member of the Board Audit & Risk Committees.
• Held various senior management roles with Resolution plc,
Royal SunAlliance, Hannover Life Re and Legal and General
including Marketing Director, Outsourcing Director, Managing
Director and Head of Corporate Development.
• Created and implemented management service agreements
to deliver services to seven million customers and enhance
shareholder profitability (contract value £200m pa).
• Leadership roles with accountability for risk management,
operations, marketing, HR, change management, product
development and IT.

Allan Mackie

Carol Withenshaw

Non Executive Director – Appointed in March 2005

Non-Executive Director – Appointed in July 2006

Experience

Qualifications

• 14 years experience as Board member in private sector and of • Diploma in Company
•

•
•
•
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of Aberdeen

Direction and member
a professional members’ organisation
Institute of Directors
Career in senior operations and general management positions
in food and drink industries with company wide and divisional • Member, Chartered
Management Institute
responsibilities for manufacturing strategy and change
• BSc (Hons) University
processes; procurement; HR; technical services; business
development; new product development
of Southampton
Delivered business targets by creating flexible and responsive
systems and the continuous improvement of performance
Added value to the business and achieved market advantage
through creating cultures based on delivering Quality and
client satisfaction
Independent Custody Visitor, Cheshire Police Authority

Experience

and Statistics

• Fellow of Institute
of Actuaries

• Ashridge Business
School: Strategy
& Finance
• Cranfield University:
Integrated Management
• Approved Person:
Financial Services
Authority

Qualifications

• Mini MBA with emphasis
on finance (INSEAD
PLC holding various senior management positions.
FONTAINBLEAU)
12 years experience as a Main Board Director of all Companies
• Certificate in Company
within the Fresenius Kabi Group UK.
Direction (Institute
17 years experience in Healthcare working in a range of senior
of Directors, Salford
management roles with Fresenius Kabi Limited including
University)
Customer /Patient Services Manager, Business Development
Manager and Operations Director.
Managing Director of Fresenius’ Calea UK subsidiary
responsible for developing and launching the new business,
which delivers clinical services and medical products to the
NHS for patients in both community and hospital settings.
Currently, Chair of the National Clinical Homecare Association
(NCHA), also a member of the National Homecare Medicines
Committee (NHMC).

• 19 years experience in IT working at Greenall Whitley Brewery
•
•

•

•
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9 Declarations of interest

Declaration Of Executive And Non Executive Directors’ Private Interests 1st April 2007 - 31st March 2008
Reason For
Declaration

Date Declaration
Effective

Bupa Private Practice

Potential conflict
of interest

31 March 2008

Councillor, Borough of Warrington
Sits on Education, Planning, Direct
Services, Licensing, Alcohol Committees.

Potential conflict
of interest

31 March 2008

Traffic Committee

As Above

31 March 2008

Chair, Warrington WA (Refuge)

As Above

31 March 2008

Portfolio Holder
Community & Wellbeing, Sure Start, Early
Years, Young People, Environmental
Services.

As Above

31 March 2008

Deputy Chairperson, The Children’s Trust

As Above

31 March 2008

Daughter employed by trust

Potential conflict
of interest

31 March 2008

Chair National Clinical Homecare
Association

Potential conflict
of interest

31 March 2008

Member National Homecare Medicines
Committee (NHS)

Potential conflict
of interest

31 March 2008

Wife is a consultant with Wrightington,
Wigan & Leigh NHS Trust

Potential conflict
of interest

31 March 2008

Name

Nature Of Interest

Mr Gordon Ramsden
Medical Director
Mrs Maureen Banner
Non-Executive Director

Mrs Carol Withenshaw
Non-Executive Director

Mr Rory Adam
Non-Executive Director

No interests declared:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Allan Massey – Chairman
Catherine Beardshaw – Chief Executive
Kathryn Holbourn – Director of Nursing and Governance
Jonathan Stephens – Director of Finance
Sheila Samuels – Director of Human Resources and Organisational Development
Simon Wright – Director of Operations
Christopher Knights – Director of Business Development
Fiona Matthews – Non Executive Director
Allan Mackie – Non Executive Director
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10 Remuneration Report

The Remuneration and Terms of Employment Committee meets annually, or as
required to make decisions regarding remuneration and conditions of service
for executive directors including our Chief Executive.
Agreements for these staff reflect the provisions of national arrangements. Pay
arrangements are also determined for senior managers and staff not covered by
national pay review bodies.
Remuneration and conditions of service include provisions for other benefits as well
as arrangements for termination of employment.
The trust does note apply performance conditions linked to remuneration. Executive
directors participate in annual performance development reviews and appraisals.
Individual objectives are linked to the corporate objectives.
The Committee comprises our trust’s:

• Chairman
• Chief executive
• Non-executive directors
Contractual arrangements for non-executive directors

Name

Contract Commencement date

Contract expiry date

Notice period

Allan Massey

01/12/2004

30/11/2008

Three months

Maureen Banner

01/12/2004

30/11/2008

Three months

Carol Withenshaw

01/07/2006

30/06/2010

Three months

Allan Mackie

01/03/2005

28/02/2009

Three months

Rory Adam

01/12/2007

30/11/2011

Three months

Fiona Matthews

01/12/2007

30/11/2011

Three months

Executive directors – our executive directors are not employed under fixed term
contractual arrangements and are required to give three months notice under the
terms of their employment.
Both employee and employer contribute to the NHS pension scheme and Note 1.11
of the annual accounts provides explanation of how pension liabilities are treated in
the accounts.
Only the information included in the salaries and allowances and pension
entitlements tables (following pages) has been subject to external audit.
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Salaries and entitlements

2007/08

2006/07

Salary
(bands of £5,000)

Other Remuneration
(bands of £5,000)

125-130

15-20

80-85

Phil Wake
Medical Director
Leaver 31.7.07

0-5

5-10

30-35

Gordon Ramsden
Medical Director
Starter 1.7.07

55-60

50-55

Sheila Samuels
Director of Human Resources
and Organisational Development

85-90

70-75

John Doyle
Director of Finance
Leaver 14.10.07

50-55

90-95

Name and title
Catherine Beardshaw
Chief Executive

Benefits in kind
(rounded to the nearest £)

Salary
(bands of £5,000)

Other Remuneration
(bands of £5,000)

Benefits in kind (rounded
to the nearest £)

40-45

John Scampion
Director of Finance
Starter 15.10.07
Leaver 9.3.08
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Jonathan Stephens
Director of Finance
Starter10.3.08

5-10

Kath Holbourn
Director of Nursing & Governance

90-95

90-95

Elizabeth Craig
Director of Integrated Governance
Leaver 26.6.07

10-15

30-35

Simon Wright
Director of Operations
Starter 18.6.07

65-70

Chris Knights
Director of Business Development
Starter 9.7.07

60-65

Allan Massey
Chairman

20-25

15-20

Allan Mackie
Non Executive Director

5-10

5-10

Maureen Banner
Non Executive Director

5-10

5-10

Ronald Ferguson
Non Executive Director
Leaver 30.11.07

0-5

5-10

Rory Adam
Non Executive Director
Starter 1.12.07

0-5

Doreen Shotton
Non Executive Director
Leaver 30.11.07

0-5

Fiona Matthews
Non Executive Director
Starter 1.2.08

0-5

Carol Withenshaw
Non Executive Director

5-10

5-10

0-5
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Pension entitlements

Real increase in
pension at age 60
(bands of £2,500)

Lump sum at aged 60 related
to real increase in pension
(bands of £2,500)

Total accrued pension
at age 60 at 31 March
2008 (bands of £5,000)

Lump sum at age 60 related
to accrued pension at 31
March 2008 (bands of £5,000)

Cash equivalent
transfer value at
31 March 2008

Cash equivalent
transfer value at
31 March 2007

Real increase in
cash equivalent
transfer value

Employer funded
contribution to
growth in
cash equivalent
transfer value

£,000

£,000

£,000

£,000

£,000

£,000

£,000

£,000

3.25-3.5

9.75-10

50-55

150-155

852

716

118

82

Phil Wake
Medical Director
Retired 31.7.07

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Gordon Ramsden
Medical Director
Starter 1.7.07

0-2.5

0-2.5

35-40

115-120

627

578

18

24

5.5-5.75

17-17.5

30-35

90-95

451

348

95

66

John Doyle
Director of Finance
Leaver 14.10.07

0-2.5

0-2.5

25-30

75-80

354

344

1

1

John Scampion
Director of Finance
Starter 15.10.07
Leaver 09.03.08

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Jonathan Stephens
Director of Finance
Starter 10.03.08

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(3-3.25)

35-40

115-120

623

609

(1)

(1)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Simon Wright
Director of Operations
Starter 18.6.07

0-2.5

5-7.5

10-15

30-35

131

95

18

23

Christopher Knights
Director of Business Development
Starter 9.7.07

0-2.5

5-7.5

15-20

45-50

187

143

21

28

Robert Smith
Acting Director of Performance & Planning
Leaver 27.7.07

(0-2.5)

(0-2.5)

10-15

35-40

162

156

0.5

1

Name and title
Catherine Beardshaw
Chief Executive

Sheila Samuels
Director of Human Resources
and Organisational Development

Kathryn Holbourn
Director of Nursing & Governance
Elizabeth Craig
Director of Integrated Governance
Leaver 26.6.07

40

(1-1.25)
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Pension entitlements

As non-executive directors do not receive pensionable remuneration, there will be no entries
in respect of pensions for non-executive directors.

Cash equivalent transfer values (CETV)
A cash equivalent transfer value (CETV) is the actuarially assessed capital value of the
pension scheme benefits accrued by a member at a particular point in time. The benefits
valued are the member’s accrued benefits and any contingent spouse’s pension payable from
the scheme.
A CETV is a payment made by a pension scheme or arrangement to secure pension benefits
in another pension scheme or arrangement when the member leaves a scheme and chooses
to transfer the benefits accrued in their former scheme. The pension figures shown relate to
the benefits that the individual has accrued as a consequence of their total membership of
the pension scheme, not just their service in a senior capacity to which disclosure applies.
The CETV figures and other pension details include the value of any pension benefits in
another scheme or arrangement that the individual has transferred to the NHS pension
scheme. They also include any additional pension benefit accrued to the member as a result
of their purchasing additional years of pension service in the scheme at their own cost.
CETVs are calculated within the guidelines and framework prescribed by the Institute and
Faculty of Actuaries.

Real increase in CETV
This reflects the increase in CETV effectively funded by the employer. It takes account of the
increase in accrued pension due to inflation, contributions paid by the employee (including
the value of any benefits transferred from another scheme or arrangement) and uses common
market valuation factors for the start and end of the period.
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11 Statement on internal control

1. Scope of responsibility

3. Capacity to handle risk

The Board is accountable for internal control. As Accountable Officer and Chief Executive
of this Board, I have responsibility for maintaining a sound system of internal control that
supports the achievement of the organisation’s policies, aims and objectives. I also have
responsibility for safeguarding the public funds and the organisation’s assets for which I am
personally responsible as set out in the Accountable Officer Memorandum.

As Chief Executive, I maintain overall accountability for ensuring a robust system of internal
control exists within the organisation.

In order to assist me in carrying out this role, the Board has developed a sound committee
structure and Corporate Governance arrangements, together with schemes of reservation
and delegation of powers. The executive officers within the Trust manage the business of the
Board within these agreed parameters.
The system of internal control is based upon an ongoing risk management process designed
to identify the principal risks to the organisation’s objectives, to evaluate the nature of those
risks and to manage them efficiently, effectively and economically. The principal mechanism
for this is the Assurance Framework and risk register.
The Trust provides acute secondary care services primarily to the local population of Halton
and Warrington in accordance with Service Level Agreements reached with Primary Care
Trusts. These agreements cover capacity, quality and finance aimed at delivering services in
line with local and national health targets and developing more effective health care provision
in partnership with other statutory and voluntary organisations.
The Trust performance in delivery of service is monitored through the Local Primary Care
Trusts. The Strategic Health Authority( NHS North West) performance manages the Trust
against its statutory and NHS plan targets as part of the North Cheshire local health
economy. Regular meetings take place, which offer a further mechanism and opportunity for
internal control to be discussed.

I have delegated the responsibility for risk management to the Director of Nursing and
Governance. A supporting system for managing risk has been devolved to the Head of
Governance and Quality, bringing together all aspects of the risk management process and
Governance systems. Further support is provided to the Trust’s risk management systems
through designated risk and clinical governance leads within Divisions.
The current Risk Management Strategy provides a framework for managing risk across the
organisation in line with best practice and Department of Health guidance. The strategy
provides a clear, structured and systematic approach to the management of risk to ensure
that risk assessment is an integral part of clinical, managerial and financial processes across
the organisation.
The role of the Board and the committees, together with individual responsibilities of the Chief
Executive, Executive Directors, managers and all staff are set out within the strategy, and in
particular the role of the Governance Committee which is the mechanism for managing and
monitoring risks across the Trust and reporting through to the Board. Board sub committees
covering Clinical Governance, Patient Experience and Work force, and Safety and Risk along
with the Audit Committee support this role.
During 2007/08 the management of risk has been strengthened through:

• Reorganization of executive portfolios
• Restructured the Corporate and Clinical Governance arrangements, including reorganizing
risk management into a divisional structure, to ensure a strong and consistent approach to
Integrated Governance is achieved and embedded across the organisation
• Stronger patient involvement through the Patient Experience and Workforce Committee.

2. The purpose of the system of internal control
The system of internal control is designed to manage risk to a reasonable level rather than
to eliminate all risk of failure to achieve policies, aims and objectives; it can therefore only
provide reasonable and not absolute assurance of effectiveness. The system of internal
control is based on an ongoing process designed to:

• identify and prioritise the risks to the achievement of the organisation’s policies, aims and
objectives; and

• Evaluate the likelihood of those risks being realised and the impact should they be
realised and to manage them efficiently, effectively and economically.
The system of internal control has been in place in North Cheshire Hospitals NHS Trust
for the year ended 31 March 2008 and up to the date of approval of the annual report
and accounts.

Training
Risk management training is provided through a number of sources. The Trust’s corporate
induction programme ensures all new staff (including Consultant appointments) are provided
with details of the Trust’s risk management systems and processes. This is also supported by
a local induction programme. Risk management training is provided to all levels of staff within
the organisation based upon the requirements of the position held.
The comprehensive mandatory training programme has been reviewed and updated during
2007/08. Mandatory training covers a wide variety of risk management processes including,
Health and Safety, Manual Handling, Resuscitation and Blood Transfusion. An E-learning
system has been developed by key individuals across the organisation to support the future
delivery of the Trust’s mandatory requirements.
Root Cause Analysis training has been undertaken by specific staff members who have
dedicated responsibility for risk management within their areas and it is envisaged that this
training will be further disseminated within the future.
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4. The risk and control framework
The risk management framework is set out in the Risk Management Strategy. The key
elements of the strategy include delegated roles and responsibilities in respect of the various
elements of the risk management process and a strong focus on the training and support
given to staff within the organisation to enable them to fulfill their responsibilities.
There is a robust system in place of risk identification, monitoring and reporting throughout
the organisation’s Divisions and committees. The Trust’s strategic risk register is based
upon the principle risks of the organisation and is populated by all services/departments via
local risk registers, which are monitored and maintained within Divisions. This enables risk
management decision-making to occur as near as practicable to the risk source and for those
risks that cannot be dealt with locally to be escalated to the appropriate level.
The Safety and Risk Sub Committee maintains and monitors the Corporate Risk register
on a bi-monthly basis. The Governance Committee has an overarching role to ensure that
significant issues are brought to the attention of the Trust Board.
The Trust employs a number of systems to ensure that risk management is embedded
within the organisation including business planning and performance management
frameworks. Regular reports are also available to the various committees responsible for
aspects of risk management.
The Trust has a number of corporate policies and procedures in place to support risk
management, covering the management of adverse incidents, safety alerts, and consent and
general risk management arrangements.
The Trust encourages stakeholder and partner organisations participation and there is an
active patient and public involvement forum with representatives attending the Patient
Experience and Workforce Committee. Representatives are encouraged to raise issues, be
involved in determining solutions and input to all aspects of risk management. The patient
and public involvement forum have actively fulfilled their role in respect of the Standards for
Better Health declaration.
There is a Board approved Assurance Framework in place which is reviewed by the
Governance Committee and the Trust Board, and includes the following:

• the strategic objectives of the Trust covering the main activities of the organisation
• the identification of the key risks to the achievement of the strategic objectives and the
systems in place to manage/ mitigate these risks

• links to the Department of Health, “Standards for Better Health” and the corporate risk
register are included within the framework providing a holistic review of strategically
significant risks relating to the organisation’s business.
The Assurance Framework and the Standards for Better Health declaration have provided
clear mechanisms for identifying gaps in control and assurance, and enabled these to be
managed in year. The Trust has established robust systems to identify monitor and implement
actions in respect of working towards the achievement of all of its targets (including the
Standards of Better Health) in conjunction with partner organisations.
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The Assurance Framework identified the following areas of concern:

• Decontamination, which has been managed in year and the gap closed successfully
• MRSA, the risks were identified in the Assurance Framework and actions planned and
implemented successfully reducing the numbers in a far more focused manner

• Embedding of Divisional structures, significant work has been undertaken and evidence
produced demonstrating that the new structures were being introduced with positive impact
on service delivery

• Preparation for Foundation Trust status, an agreed project plan has been regularly reviewed
and all actions are on target with critical stages being achieved on time.
For 2008/09 there is a refocusing of the Assurance Framework following a revision of the Trust’s
strategic objectives.
Risks to information are managed and controlled through the use of the Information Governance
Toolkit which forms an acceptable Information Security Management System for the NHS.
The Trust’s Information Governance arrangements have been particularly heavily scrutinised
since December 2007 when we were asked by the Department of Health to provide assurances
regarding our Information Governance arrangements. This involved mapping flows of Person
Identifiable Data which has underpinned the assurance process. Action continues to be taken
to secure information flows in accordance with Department of Health guidance and advice
contained within the NHS Chief Executives Letter of 4th December 2007.
The Trust also received confirmation from Connecting for Health in April 2008 that we had
successfully completed the Statement of Compliance migration process. The Trust submitted
an Information Governance assessment score of 68% in 2008, achieving a compliance status
of Amber. In May 2008 a Mersey Internal Audit Review of Information Governance processes
found that Information Governance processes to support the information toolkit return had been
effectively developed and deployed which resulted in a high assurance level being awarded.
An action plan has been developed to address progression towards green Information
Governance assessment status in 2008/09.
There was one incident of confidentiality breach in 2007/08 which was reported to the
Information Commission and the NHS North West Strategic Health Authority. All patients and
their GPs were personally contacted regarding this breach and no further action was required.
Detail of the breach is provided below.
2007/08 Confidentiality Incidents with a Severity Rating of 3, 4 or 5
Date of Incident

Nature of Incident

October 2007

Patient Identifiable Data
inadvertently uploaded to a
personal webspace area on
the www.

Number of People Affected

12

Notification Steps

Information
Commissioner and
SHA notified. Patients
informed personally.

Severity Rating-3
Further Action on
Information Risk

NCH will continue to monitor and assess Information risks in light of the Data
Protection breach detailed above.
Planned improvements for 2008/09 include a phased roll-out of the MacAfee
‘Safeboot’encryption product to further enhance Information Security at the Trust.

As an employer with staff entitled to membership of the NHS Pension scheme, control
measures are in place to ensure all employer obligations contained within the Scheme
regulations are complied with. This includes ensuring that deductions from salary, employer’s
contributions and payments in to the Scheme are in accordance with the Scheme rules, and
that member Pension Scheme records are accurately updated in accordance with the
timescales detailed in the Regulations.
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5. Review of effectiveness
As Accountable Officer, I have responsibility for reviewing the effectiveness of the system of
internal control. My review is informed in a number of ways:

• The Head of Internal Audit provides me with an opinion on the overall arrangements for
gaining assurance through the Assurance Framework and on the controls reviewed as
part of the internal audit work. This provided the Trust with Significant Assurance including
that the Assurance Framework is in place to meet the requirements of the Statement of
Internal Control. Significant Assurance was also provided on the systems and processes
underpinning the Standards for Better Health declaration.

• Executive managers within the organisation, who have responsibility for the development
and maintenance of the system of internal control, provide me with assurance.

• The Assurance Framework itself provides me with evidence that a review has been made
of the effectiveness of controls for managing the risks to the organisation in achieving its
principal objectives.

In relation to financial reporting the Trust is developing an action plan to ensure that
the systems and processes underpinning financial reporting are strengthened.
The Trust has faced a number of new challenges in 2007/08 for which systems were
implemented and will continue to be embedded during 2008/09. Recognised ongoing
challenges include:

My review is also informed by:
• Maintaining the strong financial performance achieved in 2007/08 to ensure the
• Attendance at a number of key committees and reports from other committees, Executive

delivery of a sustainable surplus in 2008/09

Directors and managers.

• Continuing to foster excellent partnership relationships with commissioners to
• External reviews and assessments including successful accreditation against NHSLA
Acute Trust Risk Management Standards, a positive PEAT inspection, Health and Safety
Executive reviews.

maintain necessary income targets

• Further strengthening Governance arrangements to ensure the Trust is fit for the
purpose necessary for Foundation Trust status

• Assessment against the Information Governance Toolkit.
• Internal and External Audit reporting via the Audit Committee.
• Strategic Health Authority reviews of the Trust’s performance across the range of targets.
• Independent auditor assurance provided on behalf of NHS Shared Business Services
Ltd confirming the robustness and effectiveness of controls associated with the shared
financial services provided to the Trust.
There have been no significant control issues, with the exception of the core standards for
better health Core Standard C4a: Healthcare organisations keep patients, staff and visitors
safe by having systems to ensure that the risk of healthcare acquired infection to patients is
reduced. The Trust has declared non compliance with this standard as the target number of
bacteraemias was not achieved. In 2007/08 the Trust has however significantly improved its
performance against this standard achieving a 45% ( 15 cases) reduction in the number of
Hospital acquired infections MRSA compared with the previous year 2006/07. Agreed action
plans with mitigating controls are in place and systems and processes within the Trust have
been utilised to monitor these areas.
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• Building on the foundations built within the Divisional structures
• Ongoing Implementation of the infection control strategy to ensure year on year
reduction in MRSA rates.
I have been advised on the implications of the result of my review of the effectiveness
of the systems of internal control by the Audit Committee, which is pivotal in advising
the Board on the effectiveness of the system of internal control.

Catherine Beardshaw
Chief Executive
North Cheshire Hospitals NHS Trust
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2007/08 was a landmark year for the trust, as it was faced with the massive challenge of
recovering the previous year’s deficit and restoring the organisations financial health
whilst at the same time maintaining services to patients and delivering against all of the
key National Health Service performance and quality improvement targets.
It is therefore pleasing to report that the trust has delivered successfully on all fronts, and in
achieving a £7m surplus has eradicated the historic debt 12 months earlier than originally
planned, bringing the organisation back into recurrent financial balance. This excellent
performance is a credit to all staff and places the trust onto firm foundations as it plans for the
future and puts it in a stronger financial position as it progresses its application to become a
Foundation Trust in 2008.
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Income
The total income generated in 2007/08 equated to £168.9m with the majority of
income received from Primary Care Trusts ( PCTs ) for health care services provided
to patients. The rest of the income includes a payment from the Department of
Health to cover the Market Forces Factor, Research and Development, Training and
Education and miscellaneous fees and charges.
An analysis of income is provided in the charts below.

Other Clinical Income (£1,159)
Education, Training, Research
and Development (£5,565)

Other Non Clinical Income
(£5,494)

Department of Health
(£11,170)

Central & Eastern
Cheshire PCT (£2,601)
Ashton, Leigh &
Other PCTs
Wigan PCT (£2,803)
(£3,315)
Western Cheshire PCT
(£4,733)

12 Financial overview - director of finance
The trust has a number of key financial targets and the performance
for 2007/08 is detailed in the figures in this section.

Sources of Income
£000

Primary Care Trusts
(£145,552)

Key Financial Targets

Actual Performance

Target achieved?

£7m surplus and recovery of
historic deficit

Yes

To operate within the External Financing Limit (EFL).

EFL Target achieved

Yes

To manage capital investment within the Trust’s set
Capital Resource Limit (CRL)

The CRL limit of £10,862k
was met.

Yes

To achieve a Capital Cost Absorption Rate of 3.5%

Achieved 3.5%

Yes

To achieve a surplus of income over expenditure.

Halton & St Helens PCT
(£51,586)

Income from Primary
Care Trusts
£000

Warrington PCT
(£80,514)

In achieving the key financial targets the trust delivered revenue savings of approximately
£13.5m were required to cover the recovery of the historic deficit, nationally mandated cost
efficiency targets and patient care cost increases and income reductions.
These savings were successfully delivered from a range of efficiency improvement measures
such as improving the length of inpatient stay for patients allowing the rationalisation of bed
capacity, modernising and reconfiguring where and how services were provided, maximising
utilisation of theatres, reducing administrative costs and securing savings on the goods and
services the trust buys. Delivering savings on this scale is clearly challenging and it was
only possible through the hard work, commitment and support of all managers and staff
throughout the organisation.
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Expenditure

Capital

The total expenditure incurred in 2007/08 equated to £161.9m, with £158.2m
accounting for the operating expenses such as pay and consumables and the
remaining £3.7m covering the capital financing costs such as Public Dividends
Capital ( PDC ) and interest receivable and payable. All Trusts are required to pay
a dividend to the Department of Health at a 3.5% rate which reflects the cost of
capital in respect of land, buildings and equipment.

Capital expenditure is separate to the income and expenditure shown on page 55. It is financed
mainly from cash generated by depreciation, sale of assets and funding provided directly by the
Department of Health for specific schemes. The capital expenditure programme is subject to a
financial limit termed the Capital Resource Limit ( CRL ) which is set each year by the NHS. In
2007/08 the Capital Resource Limit was £10.9m, which was financed by depreciation of £6.0m
and supplemented by specific funding of £4.9m. This enabled the Trust to invest heavily in both
infrastructure and medical and technical schemes to improve the patient and staff experience. A
number of schemes, such as the Critical Care Unit and Pharmacy Automation, will continue into
2008/09 before the initiatives are completed. The level of investment undertaken this year will
continue in 2008/09 further enhancing the quality of the estate and clinical services to patients.

An analysis of operating expenses is provided in the chart below.
The majority of the Trust operating expenses is incurred on pay costs, so a
further breakdown of the Salaries and Wages figure is provided in the chart below.

An analysis of the capital expenditure is provided in the chart below.

Fixed Asset
Impairment (£2,203)
Clinical Negligence (£2,399)
Premises (£7,073)
Other (£3,076)
Depreciation (£6,203)
Establishment
Expenses (£1,822)
General Supplies
and Services
(£2,754)
Clinical Supplies
and Services
(£21,435)

Maintenance &
Works Staff (£797)
Healthcare Assistants
and Support Staff
(£6,898)

Chair, Executive & Non
Executive Directors
(£901)
Medical & Dental
(£29,079)

Administrative
and Clerical
(£14,670)

Operating Expenses
£000

Scientific,
Therapeutic &
Technical Staff
(£16,492)

Pathology Network (£83)
Pharmacy Automation (£40)
Genito Urinary Medicine (£30)

Hospital Acquired
Infection (£175)

MRI Scanner (£986)
Estates (£2,556)

Critical Care Unit
(£289)

Salaries & Wages
£000

Capital Investments
£000
Radiology PACS
(£3,173)
Medical Equipment
(£1,804)

Salaries and
Wages (£111,300)
Nursing &
Midwifery (£42,463)
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Information Management
& Technology (£665)

Decontamination
(£1,061)
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Looking to the future

The medium term financial plans are centred on supporting the trust’s business strategy to
become a Foundation Trust which will be the provider of choice for the health care needs
of the Warrington and Halton population by providing accessible services to patients with a
focus on clinical excellence and quality. In order to achieve this vision the trust is planning
to deliver year on year surpluses for re investment in new facilities to support the clinical
services strategy that will bring significant improvements for patients and staff.
The delivery of year on year surpluses is also key to ensuring that the trust remains fit for
Foundation Trust status and a financially viable organisation that is able to respond flexibly to
future opportunities, challenges and risks.
To support this strategy there is the continued need to drive down costs and provide
services as efficiently and effectively as possible. The requirement to deliver year on year
savings therefore remains a key success factor and for 2008/09 efficiency savings of £4.4m
are required to cover the cost increases and services developments. These savings will be
generated from a range of measures including service efficiency, workforce modernisation
and service development aimed at securing additional income.
The capital investment will focus on the completion of the schemes started in 2007/08
together with developments covering site developments and maintenance, health and safety
and information technology.
The tables and certificates detailed in these pages are summary financial statements.
A full copy of the accounts can be obtained by writing to

Director of Finance
North Cheshire Hospitals NHS Trust
Warrington Hospital
Lovely Lane
Warrington
Cheshire
WA5 1QG
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13 Summary financial statements

Income and expenditure account for the year ended 31 March 2008

2007/08

2006/07

£000

£000

Income from activities

157,881

145,234

Other operating income

11,059

13,230

(158,265)

(161,762)

10,675

(3,298)

Cost of fundamental reorganisation/restructuring*

0

0

Profit/(loss) on disposal of fixed assets

0

0

10,675

(3,298)

Interest receivable

479

311

Interest payable

(429)

(13)

0

0

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR

10,725

(3,000)

Public Dividend Capital dividends payable

(3,734)

(3,695)

RETAINED SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) FOR THE YEAR

6,991

(6,695)

Operating expenses

OPERATING SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) BEFORE INTEREST

Other finance costs - unwinding of discount
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Balance sheet as at 31 March 2008

Statement of total recognised gains and
losses for the year ended 31 March 2008

31 March 2008

31 March 2007

2007/08

2006/07

£000

£000

£000

£000

10,725

(3,000)

0

0

Surplus/(deficit) for the financial year before dividend payments

FIXED ASSETS
Intangible assets
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Fixed asset impairment losses

0

0

125,002

114,354

Unrealised surplus/(deficit) on fixed asset revaluations/indexation

8,192

7,539

0

0

Increases in the donated asset and government grant reserve
due to receipt of donated and government grant financed assets

0

0

125,002

114,354

0

0

Stocks and work in progress

2,276

2,468

18,917

4,539

Debtors

10,785

10,132

0

0

0

0

18,917

4,539

7,353

80

20,414

12,680

(19,630)

(16,001)

784

(3,321)

TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES

125,786

111,033

CREDITORS: Amounts falling due after more than one year

(2,932)

(5,866)

PROVISIONS FOR LIABILITIES AND CHARGES

(2,316)

(4,393)

TOTAL ASSETS EMPLOYED

120,538

100,774

Tangible assets
Investments

CURRENT ASSETS

Investments
Cash at bank and in hand

CREDITORS: Amounts falling due within one year
NET CURRENT ASSETS/(LIABILITIES)

Defined benefit scheme actuarial gains/(losses)
Additions/(reductions) in “other reserves”
Total recognised gains and losses for the financial year
Prior period adjustment
Total gains and losses recognised in the financial year

Better Payment Practice Code - measure of compliance
2007/08
Number

£000

Total Non-NHS trade invoices paid in the year

58,294

43,362

Total Non NHS trade invoices paid within target

53,447

39,327

Percentage of Non-NHS trade invoices paid within target

92%

91%

Total NHS trade invoices paid in the year

2,769

17,678

Total NHS trade invoices paid within target

1,413

12,081

Percentage of NHS trade invoices paid within target

51%

68%

FINANCED BY:
TAXPAYERS’ EQUITY
Public dividend capital

77,284

72,406

Revaluation reserve

40,823

32,790

Donated asset reserve

1,448

1,555

Government grant reserve

1,337

1,368

0

0

(354)

(7,345)

120,538

100,774

Other reserves*
Income and expenditure reserve
TOTAL TAXPAYERS’ EQUITY

The Better Payment Practice Code requires the Trust to aim to pay all undisputed invoices
by the due date or within 30 days of receipt of goods or a valid invoice, whichever is later.

Catherine Beardshaw
Chief Executive
North Cheshire Hospitals NHS Trust
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Staff numbers and management costs
for the year ended 31 March 2008
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Cash flow statement for the
year ended 31 March 2008

Average number of persons employed
2007/08

2006/07

2007/08

2006/07

£000

£000

19,121

4,189

Interest received

479

311

Interest paid

(435)

0

Interest element of finance leases

0

0

Net cash inflow/(outflow) from returns on investments and servicing of finance

44

311

(Payments) to acquire tangible fixed assets

(10,102)

(4,582)

Receipts from sale of tangible fixed assets

0

0

(Payments) to acquire intangible assets

0

0

Total

Permanently Employed

Other

Total

Number

Number

Number

Number

Medical and dental

314

313

1

326

Net cash inflow/(outflow) from operating activities

Administration and estates

664

643

21

661

RETURNS ON INVESTMENTS AND SERVICING OF FINANCE:

Healthcare assistants and other support staff

350

348

2

861

1,347

1,301
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1,042

482

468

14

406

3,157

3,073

84

3,296

Nursing, midwifery and health visiting staff
Scientific, therapeutic and technical staff
Total

Management costs

Management costs
Income

OPERATING ACTIVITIES

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE

2007/08

2006/07

Receipts from sale of intangible assets

0

0

£000

£000

(Payments to acquire)/receipts from sale of fixed asset investments

0

0

6,588

6,345

Net cash inflow/(outflow) from capital expenditure

(10,102)

(4,582)

168,940

158,464

DIVIDENDS PAID

(3,734)

(3,695)

Net cash inflow/(outflow) before management of liquid resources and financing

5,329

(3,777)

(Purchase) of investments with DH

0

0

(Purchase) of other current asset investments

0

0

Sale of investments with DH

0

0

Sale of other current asset investments

0

0

5,329

(3,777)

4,878

0

Public dividend capital repaid (not previously accrued)

0

(5,022)

Loans received from DH

0

8,800

Other loans received

0

0

Loans repaid to DH

(2,934)

0

Other loans repaid

0

0

Other capital receipts

0

0

Capital element of finance lease rental payments

0

0

Cash transferred (to)/from other NHS bodies*

0

0

Net cash inflow/(outflow) from financing

1,944

3,778

Increase/(decrease) in cash

7,273

1

Management costs are defined as those on the management costs website
at www.dh.gov.uk

MANAGEMENT OF LIQUID RESOURCES

Net cash inflow/(outflow) before financing
FINANCING
Public dividend capital received
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North Cheshire Hospitals NHS Trust
Executive Offices
Warrington Hospital
Lovely Lane
Warrington WA5 1QG
Tel: 01925 635911
www.northcheshirehospitals.nhs.uk
email: nchweb@nch.nhs.uk

We are committed to valuing people’s differences, no matter what their age, race,
ethnic or cultural background, disability, gender, sexuality, religion and beliefs.

We are Smoke Free! To protect our patients and staff, smoking is not permitted anywhere on our
hospital grounds. This includes outside our buildings.
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